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Introduction 
Love it or hate it, the digital evolution is here 
to stay. Whilst digital development is often 
seen as delivering benefits, such as creating 
automated efficiency in the work place, or 
fundamentally changing the way we work, 
e.g. enabling life-saving medical procedures, 
it is often still seen as an exclusive 
prerogative of a niche group of IT specialists. 

To fully embrace the potential benefits, there 
needs to be a quantum shift in working 
cultures, to show that it is not just about the 
digital widgets and tools, but acceptance that 
these are integral in organisations. 

But what could that look like in the Public 
Sector? How does it relate to cultural 
change? And what role will HR play?

There are already references to the 
emergence of Government 2.0, described 
as a government and civil service that has 
digital at its core and gives the public greater 
control over what services they access, how 
and when. One report assessed the digital 
readiness of the UK, France, Germany and 
Norway in the eyes of citizens, and found 
largely favourable attitudes towards public 
sector digital development in the UK, with the 
UK Government often cited as a pioneer in 
digital government. 64% of UK citizens think 
digital is advanced in this country.(1)

The Government’s Transformation Strategy 
continues to push this by identifying their 
priorities, which include:

 u  continue to deliver world-class digital 
services and transform the way 
government operates, from front end to 

back office, in a modern and 
efficient way; 

 u  develop the right skills and culture among 
our people and leaders, and bring 
together policy and delivery to enable 
services to be delivered in a learning 
and iterative environment, focused on 
outcomes for citizens; 

 u  build better workplace tools and 
processes to make it easier for public 
servants to work effectively, including 
sourcing, governance, workplace IT, 
business cases, human resources 
processes, common technology across 
the public sector and better digital tools 
for civil servants to make better use of 
data - not just for transparency, but to 
enable transformation across government 
and the private sector; 

 u  create, operate, iterate and embed 
good use of shared platforms and 
reusable business capabilities to speed 
up transformation - including shared 
patterns, components and establishing 
open standards (2).

In line with these changes, Sir Jeremy 
Heywood, Cabinet Secretary and Head of 
the Civil Service and John Manzoni, Chief 
Executive of the Civil Service, have outlined 
‘Our Vision for a Brilliant Civil Service’ where 
they identify four main elements:

 u  Improved outcomes – a much stronger 
focus on the difference we can make 
for citizens, not just on processes and 
procedures; 

 u  Effective leadership – with confident 
leaders who inspire and empower 
colleagues to be the best they can be;

 u  Skilled people – our commitment to 
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building a broader set of skills in the Civil 
Service, to make us more effective and 
offer more varied careers that will help us 
retain and attract the best talent;  

 u  A great place to work – creating a truly 
inclusive environment, in open, modern 
workplaces, with the technology to get 
the job done (3).

Public sector strategies will rely heavily on the 
people who will be delivering these changes 
and working in this new digital world. The 
longer-term Government strategy, the 2020 
targets and the vision for ‘A Brilliant Civil 
Service’ all require significant input from HR 
to deliver this.

Digital change in the Public 
Sector
Some Public Sector bodies may already be 
experiencing ‘change fatigue’, with what feels 
like a constantly changing workplace. There 
are numerous case studies demonstrating 
where change has not delivered the 
outcomes required. 

The University of Birmingham’s paper, 21st 
Century Public Servant, identified some of 
the challenges encountered in delivering 
Public Sector change. 

One response said, ‘We are trying to be 
21st Century public servants in 19th Century 
organisations. There’s that constant struggle. 
Not only how do we change what the 
people are, but also how do we change the 
organisations to allow the people to be what 
they need to be?’(4)

This can be about addressing issues of 
organisational culture, rather than assuming 
that new structures will be the solution. 

This focus on culture and leadership was 
recognised by others in the research. One 
respondent said, ‘We need to be enablers 

not managers, enabling people to do it for 
themselves. We won’t be in charge. That’s a 
big culture change, it’s difficult for people to 
get their heads around. It requires us to be 
more honest and trusting.’(4)

A survey conducted by technology research 
company Altimeter(5) identified the key 
reasons that digital transformation fail:

 u  Meagre digital literacy within businesses 
was restraining the scope and extent of 
innovation; 

 u  Digital transformation initiatives tended 
to be viewed as short-term cost centres 
and had limited budgets and resources, 
rather than long-term investments that 
would lead to long-term success; 

 u  Many company cultures were risk-averse 
and leaders did not feel a sense of 
urgency to compete differently; 

 u  Politics, ego and fear were the main 
obstacles to achieving the collaboration 
and solidarity needed within organisations 
to make the necessary changes. 

In a period that has been described as 
the biggest challenge facing HR since the 
agricultural and industrial revolutions(6), HR 
professionals will need skills in the following 
areas: skills training, organisational attitudes 
and cultures, politics, change management 
and leadership(5).

This was re-iterated by Noel Scotford, HR 
Director of Systems and Management 
Information at the BBC, who explained, “If 
one considers what I think of as being the 
true meaning of HR – building the workforce 
of tomorrow and ensuring its readiness for 
tomorrow’s work – then HR is front and 
centre in this [period of change].”(5)
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The role of culture change 
To be successful, a digital transformation 
programme will need to justify itself with 
more than fact-based business cases 
and benefit realisation plans. Overcoming 
cultural resistance needs to be part of the 
change plan, with sufficient capabilities and 
capacity dedicated to giving the authority 
to act (6). This means moving away from 
programmes led purely by digital consultants 
and IT experts to the integrated involvement 
of HR to support the delivery of the human 
elements.

Whereas this is happening in part, EBP 
research in 2017 showed that more than 
25% of Public Sector HR professionals 
reported having no role whatsoever in leading 
or even influencing digital planning and 
delivery.(6)

A research paper by Public Sector People 
Managers Association (PPMA) identified that:

 u  63% of participants recognised that 
digital transformation was less about 
IT and more about changing ways of 
working;

 u  Only 32% of respondents said they had 
an HR strategy that specifically referred to 
digital capability;

 u  29% were promoting digital skills in 
recruitment and staff performance 
measures;

 u  51% said they depended on external 
specialists to support digital leadership 
and change programmes because 
internal support was lacking.

As summed up by Caroline Nugent, 
president of the PPMA, “Fear of technology 
has been largely to blame, and HR has to 
overcome that. Digital is about people.”(5)

Creating the right culture is key. However, 
“Culture is by far the most difficult bit to 

get right, and real transformation creates 
lots of new paradoxes, such as openness 
and efficiency, risk-taking and optimising.” 
(Professor Gianvito Lanzolla). It is these 
paradoxes and a lack of certainty that is 
causing so many organisations to hold off 
digital transformation or to take a piecemeal 
approach.(5)

This is beginning to be recognised in the 
public sector. Andrew Grant, Chief Executive, 
Aylesbury Vale District Council (AVDC) stated 
that “The biggest thing is cultural and the 
biggest bit that HR needs to do is around 
tackling behaviours. Behaviours and culture 
will always trump everything else.”

AVDC reinvented itself around a new set 
of behaviours and all staff went through a 
behavioural assessment centre, focusing on 
aspects such as commercial awareness and 
collaborative working to support the digital 
transformation.(7)

Similar work was seen at Wigan Council HR 
which has been heavily involved in the digital 
transformation strategy and implementation 
throughout. There was an emphasis on 
workforce behaviours, with HR and the 
OD team working with the digital team to 
establish where the workforce was at, in 
terms of skills and behaviours and where it 
needed to be. 

This gave rise to the ‘BeWigan’ behaviours 
– co-created by staff who set out what is 
expected of them in delivering transformation. 
This was followed by BeWigan manager 
behaviours.(7)

These cultural changes need to be 
reflected throughout the organisation. 
As Gillian Quinton, Managing Director at 
Buckinghamshire County Council, stated, 
“I think cultural engagement is massive. 
For me, it’s about middle managers. Quite 
often there’s a disconnect between senior 
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managers and the frontline and there’s this 
tundra of managers who are promoted 
because they’re specialists, but they forget 
they have a massive impact on culture and 
engagement.”(8)

Future role of the 
Ulrich model in a digital 
workplace
From an HR perspective, there will also 
be cultural changes in how the HR model 
is delivered. The model of HR delivery 
developed by Professor David Ulrich more 
than 20 years ago has provided a solid 
guiding framework for HR functions, with 
the building blocks of HR shared service 
centres (SSC) for administration, centres of 

excellence (CoEs) for content expertise and 
the HR business partner (HRBP) for business 
alignment. 

The underlying design principle of the Ulrich 
model was based on pre-digital working 
practices. Digital transformation will impact 
how HR deliver their work, as well as 
aligning the skills and culture of a new digital 
workplace. HR will also need to consider how 
these changes impact their ways of working. 
Using the Ulrich model, some changes in 
working will be required, as shown below:
 
These changes will enable HR to become 
‘early warning’ detectors and predictors 
who can evolve into problem-solving 
specialists, informing solutions to support the 
organisation’s overall strategy. 

Potential evolution of the Ulrich model to align with digital transformation(9)

More externally focused around the organisation’s 
customers, ensuring HR solutions are adding customer-
focused value in line with business strategies and advising 
line managers and senior leadership on required changes. 
Seeking out business issues from a people perspective and 
doing problem-solving with data analytics.

HR Business

Partner

Shared 
Service 
Centres

Centres of 
Excellence

Reborn as an analytics engine room that supports business 
problem-solving and provides predictive capability to 
business leaders. Their outcomes inform future HR 
solutions. The future SSC employee is a data scientist 
or analyst. This engine room would not have to be HR-
centric, but can be part of a broader analytics entity for the 
organisation.

Still requires skilled and experienced HR practitioners who 
will remain as the thought leaders for people practices. 
They will be responsible for developing and deploying 
solutions which are identified by the HRPS and use data-
driven outcomes from the analytics engine room to validate 
their solutions.
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The role of talent 
management and training
Being able to close the skills and 
competency gap that will develop as 
digital transformation evolves will be key. 
According to Josh Bersin, CEOs cite a 
weak leadership pipeline as their number 
one issue, as the HR function is being 
asked to lead the transformation of more 
companies towards a more engaged, high- 
performing, well-aligned and highly capable 
organisation.10) 

This is being recognised by the Public 
Sector and was reflected in the Government 
Transformation Policy:

“To serve the British public best, different 
functions must work together to meet 
their users’ needs. To do this, they need 
the same priorities - but also the same 
language and methodologies. We need to 
be user-centred, multi-disciplinary, open 
with our thinking and working, data-driven 
and led by service design. We will create 
an environment and culture that supports 
making policy based on cycles of user 
research and rapid iteration. We will invest 
in service design leadership and capability. 
We will ensure that the policy profession is 
fully equipped to work with agile design and 
delivery teams.”(11)

However, there is work still to do on this, as 
identified in an Eduserv Executive Briefing 
Programme in 2017(6) that indicated:

 u  40% of respondents lack any sort of 
plan to address internal digital skills 
gaps;

 u  only about 3% of respondents rate the 
digital literacy of front line staff as good;

 u  over 50% of respondents already report 
significant dependence on external 
consultants and contractors to fill the 
digital skills gap.

Skills and competency in the organisation 
need to be addressed at all levels, from the 
board to the front line, not forgetting the HR 
team themselves.

Automation of HR processes, robotics and 
Artificial Intelligence will provide data on an 
unprecedented scale. HR needs to be able 
to derive insight and translate the data into 
interventions. These interventions will be 
strategies that enable HR to optimise the 
workforce 10). This will require a new skillset for 
many HR teams; executive search firms are 
reporting that commercially-minded HRDs are 
in high demand in the public sector.(8)

Digital transformation is only possible with 
the full support of the senior leadership team. 
Leaders will increasingly become enablers of 
other people’s effectiveness, supported 
by HR. 

HR will need to ensure that senior managers 
are: 

 u  competent in using digital methods and 
can lead by example;

 u  demonstrating the appropriate leadership 
styles for digital working, not clinging to 
traditional leadership techniques when they 
are no longer appropriate;

 u  willing to move responsibilities for digital 
transformation outside departmental silos 
to deliver consistency and shift resources 
to reflect digital priorities;  

 u  confident in dealing with cultural resistance 
to change, taking difficult decisions in 
favour of digital methods, dealing firmly 
with non-compliance;  

 u  competent in analysis and data 
management and understand the new 
risks and roles that data-driven businesses 
will have.(6)

Staff will need new skills in delivering the 
digital transformation, working with the new 
digital tools and adapting the current working 
practices to align with the new culture. 
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There has already been significant progress 
in recruiting the right people to design, build 
and maintain digital services for the public 
sector. As an example, new professions, 
such as service managers, user researchers, 
data scientists and content designers, have 
been introduced to government to support 
the digital transformation.(11) 

In addition there will be cross-government 
communities of practice to nurture and grow 
expertise, support continued professional 
development and develop informal networks, 
both inside and outside the Civil Service.(5)

But this re-skilling and training won’t be 
undertaken in the traditional methods of 
learning. To reflect the changing environment, 
HR teams will stop designing programmes for 
on-boarding, learning, collaboration or other 
purposes, and instead study and design 
integrated, high-value experiences that 
excite, engage and inspire employees. This 
may include embracing new approaches, 
such as hackathons; taking a minimal viable 
products approach to get new solutions 
out of the door quickly; and increasing 
transparency by sharing information more 
freely at work and letting people comment 
on it or rate it.15) Training will also be able to 
be tailored to the specific requirements of 
individuals through on-line micro training to 
meet each person’s needs.

Recruitment 
As part of reviewing the training requirements, 
it is likely to identify some skills gaps where 
decisions will need to be taken as to how this 
can be filled, whether through internal training 
or for skills to be imported. 

HR will play a crucial role in attracting digitally 
competent talent into the Civil Service, by 
positioning it as an organisation that will 
encourage them to use these skills. Recent 
graduates and younger ‘digital citizens’ will 

have levels of natural competence that can 
only enhance the organisation’s capability. 

Not that this will be easy, with the traditional 
Public Sector having to compete with tech 
start-ups and digital-first giants for the best 
talent. 

In looking to balance capacity and 
competency, organisations will look to use 
contractors, consultants and outsourcing 
arrangements on a temporary basis.

With careful consideration, bringing in skills 
which are temporary or best brought in 
from external help will accelerate change or 
reduce the risk to digital programmes, whilst 
avoiding challenges such as IR35.

An example of where this balance is being 
provided is at the Cabinet Office, which 
introduced digital business partners who 
bridge the gap between the department or 
policy teams and technical specialists.(5)

To sustain this, there will be the provision 
of a range of learning and development 
opportunities that are available to people 
in the profession regardless of things like 
working pattern, location, disability, or 
domestic commitments.
 
However, management of business 
performance through people is not the 
exclusive domain of HR. The talent strategy 
must be closely aligned with the role of 
managers and the operational processes 
of departments. This will help to ensure that 
the requirements of each do not conflict 
and that performance and development are 
embedded in day-to-day activity. That in turn 
demands a commitment from leadership 
to embed change from the top of the 
organisation.(10)
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Use of data
HR will need access to significant quantities 
of data. The collection and analysis of 
accurate and useful HR data needs to be 
significantly improved to support this, as 
identified in a survey by XpertHR that stated:
 

 u  97% of respondents claim to collect at 
least some HR data; 

 u  Only 48% believe that enough meaningful 
data for measuring HR performance is 
being gathered; 

 u  5% of HR practitioners’ time is spent 
gathering and analysing HR data.(12)

Areas that provide opportunities for collection 
of data would need to include a re-think of 
some traditional tools, such as Employee 
Engagement Surveys and Performance 
Management. 

The annual employee engagement survey 
is likely to be replaced by shorter, more 
frequent or ‘always on’ surveys. These 
will provide real-time feedback to the 
organisation in line with the requirements for 
agile decision-making. 

Employees will be looking for more of a 
Customer Experience from their employers, 
and gaining real-time feedback to the actions 
of the organisation and how engaged 
employees are will be key to sustaining the 
newly-trained and recruited employees. 
Higher levels are already proven to increase 
productivity and it is anticipated that this 
increased engagement will further increase 
productivity. 

Performance management too will move 
from the traditional annual approach to 
more frequent conversations that are 
future-focused with output-based targets, 
that consider attitude and effectiveness as 
opposed to standard quantitative metrics. 
Managers will take the role of enablers to 

employees and teams will have new levels of 
empowerment. This is likely to be supported 
with new technology to feedback data to HR 
on performance. 

As the pace of change accelerates, this 
data is becoming more readily available – in 
overwhelming quantities. Graham Hogg, in 
his book Seeing Round Corners, makes the 
point that, in order to turn data pools into 
actionable insights, leaders and HR need to 
become much more skilled in asking the right 
kinds of questions. 

Role of digital applications 
to support this
Most applications now run on SaaS (Software 
as a Solution), PaaS (Platform as a Solution) 
- applications based in the Cloud rather 
than licensed copies on single devices. 
This allows easier technology updates, 
flexible configurations and better applications 
integration. 

According to Josh Bersin, “We have to think 
about HR applications as ‘platforms’ and not 
‘systems’ or ‘programs’ - and we have to 
measure success by the rate of adoption, 
not through massive change management 
programs.” 

The challenge of adoption cannot be 
overstated. Organisational history is littered with 
failed ‘build it and they will come’ rollouts. 

More successful projects use applications 
that incorporate functionality to increase 
adoption, supported by change management 
and communication initiatives to drive the 
programme. 

The Cloud will allow the integration of multiple 
applications into the existing tools, ultimately 
making it easy to load additional HR tools on to 
existing platforms, as simply as downloading 
an app on to a smart phone.
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To ensure that there is no overload, and that 
the most appropriate applications are being 
incorporated, HR leaders need to work closely 
with IT to regularly evaluate new software 
innovations and functionality, assess current 
processes and determine if and how emerging 
software may change those processes. 

The UK Government plans that, by 2020, 
there will be an Applications Store for the 
Government and Government Cloud. This will 
include HR, procurement, finance, pension 
administration, grant payments and security 
vetting. 

This will allow for greater personalisation 
of information provided and functionality, 
while processes are standardised in the 
background. Self service becomes measurably 
easier, freeing personnel to provide more value 
added support. 

Within SaaS and PaaS, there will be further 
development around Robotics and Artificial 
Intelligence. 

Robotics have taken automation of 
transactions to an increased level. As an 
example, they can be used to deal with 
exception handling, where information being 
reviewed is outside a set of parameters that 
requires remediation. Robotics can initiate 
the workflow automatically rather than waiting 
minutes or hours for human intervention. 

AI is increasingly able to undertake voice 
recognition and sentiment analysis. This 
will enable an element of automated web 
chats, where agents can handle up to five 
customers at once. The sentiment analysis 
will also provide improved levels of data never 
previously available by harvesting it from 
surveys, text and conversations. 

From an HR perspective, at AVDC this has 
freed up resources, enabling the council to 
deploy people who would previously have 

been manning the phones and answering 
routine enquiries to instead perform different, 
more complex tasks.(7)

Oxford University Hospitals have benefited 
from digitising all their HR Records. They used 
automated scanners to work through the 
13,000 files, which took 16 weeks and 2.5 
million images. This has now developed a near 
paperless HR environment where change forms, 
health and wellbeing notifications, performance 
reviews and other communication needs are 
all received via email and can be seamlessly 
uploaded into the records system.(13)

Other digital changes that HR are already 
seeing include:

 u  Recruitment – From tracking the process, 
pre-screening and video interviews;

 u  Onboarding - Automating administration 
by giving new employees a streamlined 
introduction to the company through a 
personal dashboard, whether a full-time 
employee or short-term contractor;

 u  Time-sheet tracking - Removing the need 
for manual tracking and increasing the 
efficiency of the process. It reduces the 
chance of mistakes, miscalculated hours 
and the need for subsequent validation; 

 u  Benefits tracking - Real-time analytics 
mean that both employers and employees 
know what should be achieved and 
can see progress towards performance 
rewards;

 u  Payroll – Integrated HR and payroll system 
that can undertake instant payments to 
meet the requirements of external talent on 
short-term contracts; 

 u  Holiday Request forms - Automated 
workflows to turn this into a seamless 
process where approval can be sought 
and given instantly and holiday allowances 
are automatically calculated. 
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Conclusion
Not all HR professionals have yet grasped 
their true place in the digital world, with 
research showing some find digital change 
challenging and IT unappealing. This is 
leading to digital programmes not being 
as effective or failing. It requires HR as a 
profession to change, leaving behind many 
of the practices, methods and policies that 
have served well in the past, in a pre-digital 
age.(6)

As the rapid growth of digital transformation 
could impact almost every job, the real job 
of HR leaders will be to figure out what all of 
this means and to re-design jobs, work and 
organisations so the ‘people side’ of work 
has more importance and focus than ever.

The new digital environment will require and 
enable the breaking down of silos to ensure 
expertise, resources and experiences are 
shared to achieve greater savings while 
maintaining or improving service levels. 

These changes will require innovative ways 
of developing organisational and people 
capability, building on deep data-driven 
insights into the strategic and commercial 
direction of the business. This requires a 
different level of thinking, as the complexity 
and degree of ambiguity inherent in the role, 
and in the environment in which organisations 
are operating, has increased exponentially. 

This means that it becomes vital that you 
have a ‘big enough’ person in the role, which 
often isn’t the case because they are the 
same person that they were prior to the 
organisational change. (Prof Nick Holley).(10)

Alternatively, as proposed in the Harvard 
Business Review, it could be possible to 
split the HRD role into functions. One could 
be an administrative function that manages 
compensation and benefits and reports to 

the chief financial officer. The other could be 
a ‘leadership and organisation’ function that 
is staffed by high-potentials from operations 
and finance who rotate through the role 
on their way to the top two layers of the 
organisation.(14)

Either way, HR are in the hot seat. Those HR 
professionals who are effective advocates of 
digital transformation will lead successful digital 
programmes with the required associated 
business transition. This will positively position 
them and the HR function for the future. They 
will be developing skills aligned with those of 
great leaders and will have the potential for 
becoming future CEOs.(6)

Get in touch
To discuss how your HR team can prepare 
for and flourish in an increasingly digital 
environment contact Grahame Russell  on 
0207 1011 979 or email: 
Grahame.Russell@changeassociates.com
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